2003 gmc envoy fuel pump

One of the worst problems that can happen to your GMC Envoy is a bad fuel filter. When the
filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the vehicle
will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve around the
vehicle stalling out. Fuel filters have been making a rearward progression for the last 50 years,
literally. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was in the era
of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel pressure meant
that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no longer left
under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay. These fuel
filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change. Repairing them means getting
under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter how old your
Envoy is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are cheap. Before
taking anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble codes saved in it.
The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue.
Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble
code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many other
vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your Envoy
is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably not be the
place to start looking, especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure or the
oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going out is
going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad
fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high
pressure on its input side and low pressure on its output side. They are both going to cause the
same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel
pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel pump
sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine right
after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel
pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the GMC Envoy. Testing the filter
and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is
anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start Engine
One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your Envoy is difficult to
start. When vehicle owners desire strength and quality they think of vehicles made by GMC.
Your GMC Envoy is rugged enough to dominate any road, but has got to have the highest
quality auto parts to be able to take you to where you want to go. For head turning looks with
lots of zip consumers go to GMC for their compact vehicle desires. You have to obtain a vehicle
that will be reliable for a long time and you can trust in a genuine GMC. GMC is renowned for
designing fine-tuned and reliable machines that look as great as they function. No matter if you
race your vehicle or just appreciate driving a high-performance vehicle, the best quality
replacement parts are vital. Because electronic injection systems have virtually replaced
outdated fuel delivery systems, modern GMC Envoy Fuel Pumps must move fuel under
pressure; they are thus electronic. Most GMC Envoy Fuel Pumps sit inside your fuel tank; being
as liquid fuel isn't inflammable, this is the optimal area for installation. Car trouble can be really
stressful, but a company like PartsGeek will have you back on the road--and worry free--in no
time. They are available for the following GMC Envoy years: , , , , , , , 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, The
price was great, went looking for the same part at auto stores and the web. Also recived before
shipping due date. Parts Geek offers a extremely large selection of brands. Web site is user
friendly and informative. I have purchased a number of times from Parts Geek. Deliveries are
rapid and prices are exceptional. I will continue to use them and have recommended Parts Geek
to friends. I was very satisfied about my fuel pump it was an airtex to my sirprize the prices
where very competitive as I look over the internet I found lots of pumps but some had high
pricing with coupons some had free shipping but I found a new pump free shipping and a
competitive price that no one could bet the place to buy is the parts geek. Thanks For sending
me the correct pump for my suv also for saving me a few dollars Its was really ease to order
parts from You.. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply
submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to
return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web
to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge.

Replacement Fuel Pump. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Autobest FA Fuel Pump.
Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Bosch Fuel Pump. Package Contents 1 Module Assembly. Features:
Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle
and extends the life of the vehicle Bosch Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies are built and tested to
the same rigorous quality standards as our OE fuel pumps to ensure a long, reliable service life
Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces
hot-start problems Designed to operate under extreme temperatures and under low fuel
conditions while maintaining an extended service life All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line'
function tested in order to ensure highest quality and performance. Delphi FG Fuel Pump.
Product Note: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of
premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi
recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit
FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top
automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive
portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches
OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Quality: Premium - High quality
new replacement part. Product SKU: W Product SKU: Features: OE Style for easy replacement
and fitment Doesn't require specialized tools for installation. While several GMC Envoy owners
have complained of fuel pump failure and other issues with the fuel pump, there has been no
GMC Envoy fuel pump recall as yet. Under normal circumstances, your fuel pump should last
anywhere from 15 years to 20 years. However, sometimes, this does not happen and you have
to contend with a GMC Envoy fuel pump problem. This can affect the drivability of your Envoy
and the best way to resolve it is to replace the faulty fuel pump. Your GMC Envoy fuel pump will
not fail overnight. Usually, you will get several signs before the fuel pump dies on you. Should
the fuel pump die, your vehicle will come to a standstill, leaving you stranded on the road.
Hence, it is important you learn some of the signs of a faulty or failing Envoy fuel pump. So get
a mechanic to inspect your GMC Envoy fuel pump as well as the fuel filter and electrical system
of the pump. Sometimes, you may think it is a fuel pump problem if the fuel filter is clogged with
dirt or debris. Cleaning the filter will restore the proper functioning of the fuel pump. However, if
there is an issue with the pump, you will have to go in for a GMC Envoy fuel pump replacement.
This is indicative that the fuel pump is not pumping out fuel into the master cylinders for
combustion. Usually, it is best to first get the Envoy fuel pump relay tested along with the fuel
pump and ECU fuses. If everything is fine, the problem is with the fuel pump and you should
replace it to resolve this issue. This can cause your vehicle to swerve. A misfiring engine is
indicative of a problem with the GMC Envoy fuel pump as the pump is not injecting enough fuel
into the engine, causing it to misfire. Such an issue can be dangerous, especially when you are
driving at high speeds. Hence, get the fuel pump inspected and if there is a problem, replacing it
should be a priority. These prices are just an estimate and will vary from place to place and
depending on whether you go to a local garage or a dealership. The exclusive online store has
low overheads and passes on the benefits to its customers. Hence, you can purchase the best
quality aftermarket fuel pump for your Envoy at down-to-earth prices. Read more reviews. Great
product and fast shipping Would buy from your company Also great prices. Catalog: E. Catalog:
B. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards
Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas
gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure
rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the
right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:.
Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Catalog: A. Vehicle GMC Envoy.
Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to
Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and
guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical
system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested
and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping Fitment Information:. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: S.
Catalog: N. The most recently reported issues are listed below. The contact owns a GMC Envoy.
The contact stated while driving approximately 30 mph, the check engine light would illuminate
and the vehicle would stall on numerous occasions. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic who replaced the fuel pump. The repairs did not remedy the failure. The independent
diagnosed that the fuel tank needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The

manufacturer was notified of the failure. The VIN was unavailable. The approximate failure
mileage was , Fuel leak coming from top of gas tank. I suspect it is the fuel pump module.
Severe rust and limited visibility prevented me from identifying percent. Talked to gm, they
know of the problem but since it happened 14, miles beyond their extended special warranty for
this, they will do nothing. Bad design is a bad design regardless of miles or years. Very
dangerous having a leak this bad. Will fix myself when I come up with the money. I took my
vehicle to the GMC dealership because of a distinct gas odor by the vehicle. I had previously
received a cautionary letter from GMC that there could be a problem with the fuel pump
involving pooling and pitting and extending the warranty to ten years to correct the defect. The
inspection at the dealership stated that there was a "fuel leak from the top of the fuel tank
area-fuel pump module leaking" the service advisor was sufficiently concerned to offer me a
replacement vehicle to drive until the repair was made. He said that if I were to hit something
and create a spark I could be in jeopardy. I was also concerned about a stray cigarette butt
thrown out a window. He also gave me the customer assurance telephone number to call to file
a claim. I did call the next morning and information was given and I was given a case number
and told that the "district " would call me. When I received the call from that office she told me
they would call me the following day. Ten minutes later she called back and said that gm would
not offer any assistance. They obviously knew there was a potential problem or they would not
have sent out warning letters. I believe it should have been a recall considering the potential
hazards involved. I wonder how many people did not read the letter and subsequently had
repairs made at their own expense so they never reported the problem. It was a costly repair
and I feel they should have covered the expense. I count myself lucky that it is not my serviving
family filing this complaint. Fuel pump outlet tube was found corroded through after informing
the local GMC dealer of gasoline odors when getting out of vehicle. This vehicle was purchased
new in brandon, florida and has always remained in florida. Fuel pump outlet tube corroded
through causing a release of fuel under pressure, which sprayed over the top of the gas tank
and ran down both sides of the tank, I feel this could have easily caused a fire with any type of
ignition source. Strong odor of gas coming from inside and outside of vehicle. Truck is
currently in shop to replace fuel sensor and fill neck. We smelled gas fumes and was losing fuel
out of the top of gas tank. The fuel tank was removed and we found gas standing on top of the
tank. We found the fuel pump had rusted and the metal lines coming out of the pum was
leaking. We order a new pump and filter installed them and put fuel tank back in truck. Now it is
ok no fumes or leaks. Smelled fuel for several weeks. It gradually got worse, from just smelling
it when I was outside the vehicle to smelling inside. Took to gm dealership in town. The
dealership replaced the fuel sending unit. It had corroded to the point that when fuel was
pumping it pumped fuel onto the top of the tank. Fuel pump module fuel sending unit corrodes
and leaks fuel. And give faulty reading at the gas reading gauge. Not able to check if tank is
empty. The vehicle was taken to a GMC dealer, who found that the fuel pump module was
leaking because of corrosion. The vehicle had 40, miles on it, and is 4 years old. The old part is
not avaliable, the dealer kept it mike smith Buick GMC transit road lockport n. Gasoline odor
outside and inside vehicle. Dealer found severe corrosion of fuel pump module, requiring
replacement. They stated it was a common failure and had many prior examples. I bought a
Envoy xl 11 days before the incident. We went into a restaurant, came back out after eating and
the car would not start. I was miles away from home. The car had less than miles on it and had
to be towed away. I had to leave the car, get a rental which was paid for , and was told it was the
fuel pump, which the dealer stated they had never had happen before. I told the dealer I was not
comfortable with that car, but was told this was a unheard of problem. Car Problems. Fuel Pump
problem 1. Fuel Pump problem 2. Fuel Pump problem 3. Fuel Pump problem 4. Fuel Pump
problem 5. Fuel Pump problem 6. Fuel Pump problem 7. Fuel Pump problem 8. Fuel Pump
problem 9. Fuel Pump problem Tank Assembly problems Tank Assembly problems. Tank Filler
Pipe And Cap problems. Gasoline Fuel System problems. Gasoline Storage problems. Tank
Mounting problems. Fuel Delivery problems. Fuel Injection Rail problems. Auxillary Tank
Selector Device problems. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to
explore more. Add your complaint? The contact owns a GMC Envoy. The contact stated that a
strong fuel odor emitted inside and outside of the vehicle continuously. Additionally, the engine
warning indicator illuminated whenever the vehicle was in operation. The contact received
notification of the manufacturer customer satisfaction program related to the fuel tank inlet
valve replacement. The remedy part needed to perform the repair was unavailable. The contact
stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the repair. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. On November 23, The failure mileage was , Add
Complaint. Consumer writes in regards to fuel tank leak issues. The contact stated that the
check engine warning light remained illuminated. The vehicle was taken to an independent

mechanic who diagnosed that the filler neck of the fuel tank was cracked and needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was , Smell of fuel when car is running. Will be taking to dealership
did have injector seals replaced hoping that was problem did not fix. Worried there will be fire.
While transporting my grandchild. Will follow up with more info but it looks like fuel tank. Need
to know if the recall of the gas tank applies to my Envoy. The contact stated that the fuel gauge
malfunctioned and failed to provide the correct fuel level reading. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic. The technician diagnosed that the fuel sensor and the instrument
cluster needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. Smelling of gas and leaking on ground,
as I'm reading this is a common problem which is very serious. This has been going on for
years it looks like and nothing has been recalled. Guess human life is not important. GM needs
to recall this problem asap before someone gets hurt. The tank was full but the fuel gauge read
below the empty. After tapping on the instrument panel, restarting the vehicle, checking fuses,
etc nothing worked so I took it to the shop and was advised that GMC has known about this
problem for quite some time and won't do anything about it. After doing some research I see
that this is quite the problem amongst GMC vehicle owners and confirmed that GMC will do
nothing about it Strong oder of fuel, ses light on, leak from neck or pump unsure of exact
location. At start up, when car is cold, there is a strong fuel smell. Was told it was something in
vapor recovery system. I have GMC Envoy, smell gas fumes when gas tank is half full, no gas is
leaking on the ground. Will Chevy cover some of these repairs? I was driving down the road and
fist off, my speedometer went crazy. Then my fuel gauge went all the way to full, then to empty.
Then it wouldn't work at all. There was plenty of gas in the tank too, I took to a mechanic and he
replaced thermostat, but it didn't fix the problem. I'm still having the problem and heard there is
a recall on the , and it appears I'm having the same problem on this that they are having now
with the newer ones and the should be included in a recall. Please evaluate. I only have K miles
on the truck. I was told, a recall could cover up to K miles, so I still have some way to go before I
should not be included in the recall. My service engine light is staying on too, although it's been
checked numerous times and it's always something to do with the fuel system and too
expensive to get fixed. Now I am having major problems because of it. Fuel leak coming from
top of gas tank. I suspect it is the fuel pump module. Severe rust and limited visibility prevented
me from identifying percent. Talked to GM, they know of the problem but since it happened 14,
miles beyond their extended special warranty for this, they will do nothing. Bad design is a bad
design regardless of miles or years. Very dangerous having a leak this bad. Will fix myself when
I come up with the money. My gas gauge has been inaccurately giving the proper fuel level.
Today I noticed the gauge is now stuck way past the "full" level" and does not move. I took my
vehicle to the GMC dealership because of a distinct gas odor by the vehicle. I had previously
received a cautionary letter from GMC that there could be a problem with the fuel pump
involving pooling and pitting and extending the warranty to ten years to correct the defect. The
inspection at the dealership stated that there was a "fuel leak from the top of the fuel tank
area-fuel pump module leaking" the service advisor was sufficiently concerned to offer me a
replacement vehicle to drive until the repair was made. He said that if I were to hit something
and create a spark I could be in jeopardy. I was also concerned about a stray cigarette butt
thrown out a window. He also gave me the customer assurance telephone number to call to file
a claim. I did call the next morning and information was given and I was given a case number
and told that the "district " would call me. When I received the call from that office she told me
they would call me the following day. Ten minutes later she called back and said that GM would
not offer any assistance. They obviously knew there was a potential problem or they would not
have sent out warning letters. I believe it should have been a recall considering the potential
hazards involved. I wonder how many people did not read the letter and subsequently had
repairs made at their own expense so they never reported the problem. It was a costly repair
and I feel they should have covered the expense. I count myself lucky that it is not my serviving
family filing this complaint. Check engine light illuminated on instrument cluster. Diagnostics
indicated a code po This code is indicative of a fuel system leak in the evaporative emission
system. Replaced gas cap. Problem not resolved. Filled vehicle with gasoline in October and
several times since. Strong odor of gasoline is present. Each time fuel nozzle fails to shut off
fuel from gasoline pump and gasoline is spilled on the ground near driver side rear door
creating an environmental and major safety hazard. Vehicle never in accident or modified in any
way. Vehicle has 62, miles. A courtesy General Motors repair program is in place for these
vehicles if the long wheelbase models. Numerous occurrences in the short wheelbase models
also. The vehicle will not pass a state safety inspection and therefore is not allowed on the road.
A forced recall should absolutely be made for these vehicles. Each time fuel nozzle fails to shut
off fuel from gasoline pump and gasoline is spilled on the ground near passenger side rear door

creating an environmental and major safety hazard. While the contact was driving
approximately 45 mph when he noticed the check engine light was turned on. The warning
indicator remained on until the engine was shut off. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who
stated that they determined that the fuel tank tube was cracked. The failure mileage was
approximately 50, VIN was unavailable. Strong smell of fuel coming from behind the driver side
rear door. Check engine light on when code is checked Upon doing a little web research find it
to be caused by a leaking fuel tank. Appears to have a recall on tank for XL model which inturn
is the same tank but the sle model is not covered under recall. If original recall was issued for
safety concern why not comply for all models. Vehicle is a GMC Envoy. Gas fumes were noticed
coming from the rear of the vehicle. Also, check engine light came on. Took vehicle to GM
dealer and was told that there was a crack in the plastic gas tank near the filler neck. Was told
that GM has been having problems with this but no recalls or repair bulletins. I see this as a
safety issue. GM should be recalling these plastic gas tanks and replacing them at no cost to
the customer as this is a safety issue. The vehicle could catch on fire! Gas tank should not have
cracked. Also, I have seen many other similar complaints on the internet identical to this one so
it is a common problem to the Envoy and trailblazer family. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. See All Buying
Options. Brand: Airclin. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers also viewed these products. More
to consider from our brands. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. No customer reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated
facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are
guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec
Revive your drive with the sturdy design and dependable, OE-standard performance guaranteed
by Bosch's new OE replacement fuel pumps. Since , Bosch has developed innovative
productsâ€”in We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel
Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 9 of
9 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. When
picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient
performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment
equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge
Jun 15, You actually see the difference. Gave much better fuel efficiency, great part. Elijah
Owens. Purchased on May 21, Jan 11, After installing fuel pump in our car it now runs great.
Placido Rojas. Purchased on Jan 11, Jul 28, Works perfectly. Justin Pirnin. Purchased on Jun
21, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer
integrated into the PCM. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two
separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for
repair instructions and recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel
pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part
1: Check whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence.
All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel

Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included.
Product Fit. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required
ktm exc 125 wiring diagram
pictures of mustang
chevy aveo 2002
to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit.
Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Jun 14, Works beautifully. The customer was overly
satisfied with her new fuel pump! Omar Duncan. Purchased on May 24, Jun 11, Purchase,
deliver, installation all went well. RIchard RIce. Purchased on May 23, Jan 11, After installing
fuel pump in our car it now runs great. Placido Rojas. Purchased on Jan 11, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. These modules use input from various sensors and coordinate with
each other to control a variety of outputs. It never failsâ€”when your car refuses to start, it
happens at the most inopportune time. Troubleshooting the problem is usually pretty
straightforward. But occasionally, a tricky diagnosis will have you pulling out your hair and
throwing wrenches. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

